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The patient survey results were discussed in detail at the Riverside patients Association and a
detailed and thorough discussion was had. To summarise, the patient group made the following
suggestions and comments relating to the patient survey result. The suggestion will be discussed by
the practice with a view to creating an action plan.

Making an Appointment & Telephone Access

. suggestions relating to getting through on the phone in the morning:
o Allocate more people to answering the phones in the first hour.
o lncrease the availability of online appointment availability.
o Review of a phone queuing system.
o Telephoneappointments.

o Suggestions relating to availability of appointments:
o Additional workaround DNAs - this is a growing probrem.
o SMS text reminders of appointments - if consent issues can be worked through.

Opening Times

o The patient group felt that with 12% of patients feeling that times were not convenient that
maybe there was no need to change the opening times.

r lt could be that the practice might review the possibility of providing the enhanced service
or spreading the currently available appointments a bit later in the day (ie not engage in the
enhanced service).

o The RPA did not feel that the demand was particularly significant and waranted any specific
action.

Care & Service Areas of the Survey

o The patient group felt that the low % numbers of patients have poor or very poor
experiences in the care aspects relating to GPs, NP, Nurse, Receptionists, Medical
Secretaries and Prescribing Clerks suggested that there were no issues to address.

Communications

o Promotion of the medical secretary and prescribing team direct lines is clearly required. To
be advertised more forcefully in the surgery.

o Suggested that the patient leaflet cut out and keep front page was made available to more
patients - could be handed out at reception and made available on the website standalone
(as opposed to being part if the patient leaflet)

o Given the issue around DNAs, work around texting people for appointment reminders
should proceed with due review of consents and permissions from patients.

o The display screens as previously discussed would also be beneficial in improving
communication in all areas.



Environment

o Additional magazine/reading material to be sourced.
o Discussion around the concerns over the confidentiality in the waiting room - given

structure and design of area it was very hard to identify practical solutions. The use of the
room at the side of reception was discussed and this could be used more. One possibility is
to use this room as a kind of booth for patients to speak to reception instead of the main
desk. Practicalities to be reviewed.

o Similarly, given infection control requirements it is not easy to put toys back into the waiting
room. No additional suggestions made, the group felt that it was possibly the responsibility
of the parents/carers to bring in their own toys.

Online Services

o The practice was asked to review the number of available appointments online with a view
to increasing these appointments.

Additional lssues

o Concern was raised about a patient who needed to be seen by another Gp after the Gp she
saw was not happy to be prescribe emergency contraception. The patient was seen and
looked after by another GP at the time (possible a GP that has now left the practice) but it
was suggested that if there are GPs with specific issues then we should make this clear to
patients where possible.
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